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INTRODUCTION
The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit provides explicit lessons and student 
materials for 30–40 minutes of daily instruction focused exclusively on 
building foundational skills. Based on the proven-effective Superkids 
pedagogy, The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit can supplement any 
core reading program or complement a balanced literacy framework by 
providing instruction in the following skills: print concepts, phonological and 
phonemic awareness, phonics, and fluency. 

The pages that follow explain the research base that makes The Superkids 
Foundational Skills Kit a powerful literacy program for the primary grades. 
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Print Concepts
Print awareness is the understanding that writing on a page has meaning and the 
meaning is related to spoken language. Children with print awareness recognize 
that text is made up of words, words are made up of letters, and spaces are used 
to separate words. They notice that text on each page is read in the same direction, 
from left to right, top to bottom. Understanding basic print concepts is an important 
part of learning how to read.

What Research Says
“Print knowledge can be considered a watershed event in the child’s development 
as a reader and writer. A watershed event is an important event upon which 
future developments depend. Children first must build a foundation of knowledge 
concerning how print works and what it does before they can achieve competence 
in unlocking the alphabetic principle and in comprehending the meaning of what they 
read, both of which are achievements typically accomplished in the primary grades. 
Without these basic understandings, children are likely to falter in the advent of formal 
reading instruction in the early primary grades.”

—Justice & Sofka, 2010, page 9

“[T]he breadth of long-term effects found in this study suggests that boosting children’s 
early print knowledge may serve as a gateway to a range of literacy accomplishments 
in early elementary school. Specifically, early gains in print knowledge attributable to 
teachers’ use of print references extended longitudinally to exert equally strong effects 
in early reading, spelling, and comprehension.…”

—Piasta; Justice, S. B.; Justice, L. M.; McGinty; 
Kaderavek, 2012, page 818

“The message to take home is that early learning about print and print-sound relations is 
not a passive process. Rather, learning is maximized by focusing children’s attention on 
the aspects of the writing system that need to be acquired…for classroom reading.”

—Levy et al., 2006, page 91 

What The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit Does
Instruction in print concepts is an essential part of The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit. 
In kindergarten, children learn to print the upper- and lowercase form of each letter 
of the alphabet as they learn to associate the letters with sounds. Daily Routines in 
kindergarten and first grade are used to reinforce children’s letter formation and also 
their knowledge of sentence conventions, such as starting with an uppercase letter, 
using end marks, and leaving appropriate spacing between words and sentences.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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Book Awareness 
Previewing a decodable book

Use Units 23–24 Decodable Book, Ettabetta’s 
Pen Pal.

Ettabetta’s Pen Pal

UNITS
23–24

Discuss the title and topic of the book. 
Ask what Ettabetta is doing in the picture 
on the cover. (putting a letter in a mailbox) 
Discuss what a letter is. (a message you mail 
to someone) Then read the title of the book 
with children. Explain that a pen pal is 
someone, usually in another country, whom 
you write letters to, and the pen pal writes 
back to you.

1

Phonological Awareness
Say a sentence and have children complete it 
with a rhyming word.

The fox was in the ____. (box)
The snake swam in the ____. (lake)
The bee flew to the ____. (tree)
The dog jumped on the ____. (log)
The bug hid under the ____. (rug)

Decoding
Use Letter Cards for a, e, g, m, s, t, u, and y. 
Form yes in a pocket chart and have children 
read the word. Change one letter at a time 
and have children blend the sounds to read 
each new word.

yes change s to t (yet)
yet change y to g (get)
get change e to u (gut)
gut change t to m (gum)
gum change g to y (yum)
yum change u to a (yam)

Encoding
Say the sentence, repeat each word, and have 
children write the words as a sentence. Remind 
them that the sentence should begin with an 
uppercase letter and end with a period.

Pam had an ax.

Handwriting
Write the sentences on the board and have 
children read them together. Point out the 
differences in punctuation. Discuss why 
each punctuation mark is used. Then have 
children copy the sentences.

Is the box a tent?
Yes! You can camp in it.

Daily Routines

  Use the interactive whiteboard version of the routines, or follow the instructions below. 
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Tell children that in this book, Ettabetta gets 
a new pen pal. Have them discuss why they 
think Ettabetta is excited about having a 
pen pal from another country. (She probably 
thinks it’ll be fun to write letters and get letters 
back and learn about what it’s like in another 
country.) Then have children share some of 
their own experiences getting letters or cards 
in the mail.

Have children turn to the title page. Point 
out and read the text naming the author and 
illustrator and discuss the role of each. Then 
read the word list with children. Explain that 
Japan is the country where Ettabetta’s pen 
pal lives.

Fluency
Reading and discussing a 
decodable book

Use Units 23–24 Decodable Book, Ettabetta’s 
Pen Pal.

Guide children’s reading of the story. Look 
at the remaining pages of the book with 
children and discuss what’s happening in 
the pictures. Then guide children through 
the story. Ask the following questions to 
help children with comprehension and 
vocabulary:

2

Page 1 How do you think Ettabetta feels about having a pen pal? 
happy, excited What does it mean that she will get a letter back 
after sending her letter? Her pen pal will send her a letter. 

Page 2 What kind of pad does Ettabetta use for writing? a pad  
of paper

1

“I just got a pen pal in Japan!”
said Ettabetta. “I will send him a 
letter, and I will get a letter back.”
“Fun!” said Cass.

2

Ettabetta had a pad and a pen.
Ettabetta printed a letter.
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The Superkids Foundational 
Skills Kit explicitly teaches 
print and book awareness.
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In kindergarten, the 
print concepts and 
handwriting routines 
reinforce children’s 
letter formation and 
their knowledge of 
sentence conventions.

Grade K, Unit 6 Teacher’s Guide

Grade K, Unit 6 Teacher’s Guide
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Book Awareness
Previewing a decodable book

Use Unit 6 Decodable Book, Oswald Adds.

Oswald Adds

UNIT

6

Discuss the title and topic of the book. 
Read the book title with children and discuss 
the meaning of adds. Point out that in 
math, you can add numbers to find out, for 
example, that 1 + 1 = 2, but you can also 
add syrup on top of your pancakes or add to 
a drawing so it shows more.

1

Decoding
Use Letter Cards c, d, g, o, and s. Form sod in a 
pocket chart. Help children blend the sounds 
to read the word. Then change one letter at 
a time and help children blend the sounds in 
the new words. Define unfamiliar words.

sod change s to c (cod) 
cod change d to g (cog) 
cog change c to d (dog)

Print Concepts & Handwriting
Write the pairs of letters and words on the 
board. Point out the differences in spacing 
between the letters and words. Have children 
identify the letters and then copy them, using 
the same spacing as in the model. Help them 
blend the words before copying them.

Ss Dd Aa Gg 
sad gas Dad sag 

Phonemic Awareness
Remind children that words are made up of 
individual sounds put together. Say the word 
lip. Then say each phoneme slowly (/l//i//p/). 
Tell children you are going to say more 
words. Have children say each sound in the 
word separately.

bag (/b//a//g/) 
glad (/g//l//a//d/) 
desk (/d//e//s//k/) 
seed (/s//ē//d/) 
drop (/d//r//o//p/)

Phonics
Use Letter Cards a, o, c, d, g, and s. Hold up 
two letters together and help children blend 
the sounds. Then name a word that begins 
with the letter-sounds.

co (cost) do (doctor) 
sa (sack) ac (actor) 
so (song) go (got)

Daily Routines

  Use the interactive whiteboard version of the routines, or follow the instructions below. 
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9. Phonics
Letter-sound correspondences

Use: Anytime after Unit 6, Lesson 5

Materials: Practice Page 32

Unit 6 (S), Lesson 5

Practice Page 32

Reproducible Page ©
 Zaner-Bloser, Inc.

Name

Family: Your child traced each letter pair and blended the sounds. Then he wrote 
the first two letters of the Superkid’s name next to each Superkid’s picture.

Do   Ca   Sa   Go

Child blends and traces letter pairs. Then child writes the 
first two letters of each Superkid’s name beside the Superkid’s 
picture: Ca (Cass), Go (Golly), Do (Doc), Sa (Sal).

Distribute Practice Page 32. Have children 
blend the sounds for and trace each letter 
pair at the top of the page. Ask them to 
name each Superkid. Then point to Cass. 
Have children tell which letter pair from the 
top of the page stands for the sounds at the 
beginning of Cass. (Ca) Tell them to write 
Ca on the lines next to Cass. Then tell them 
to write next to each of the other Superkids 
the first two letters of his or her name.

10. Print Concepts
Forming S shapes

Use: Anytime after Unit 6, Lesson 2

Materials: plastic containers, sand, and plastic 
action figures

Pour sand into several plastic containers. 
Assign a small group to each container and 
provide them with plastic action figures. 
Have children in each group take turns 
making S-shaped trails in the sand like 
Sal’s trails on page 4. Tell them to push the 
bottom of the toy into the sand and drag it 
across the sand in the form of the letter S. 
After each turn, remind children to run a 
hand over the sand to make it smooth for 
the next person in their group.

Have children say action words from “Sal’s 
Song” that begin with /s/, such as slippity-
slap, slip, swoop, slide, as they move their 
toys. Encourage them to say this chant:

S has two curves, 
This I know. 
A curve on top, 
And a curve below.

11. Vocabulary
Sports and sports equipment

Use: Anytime after Unit 6, Lesson 2

Materials: Unit 6 Skills Book page 4 and 
equipment for several sports and games

Have children look at page 4 and 
review the sports Sal likes to do and the 
equipment he uses for each sport. Point 
out, for example, that Sal uses a surfboard 
to go surfing and act out how Sal’s body 
would move as he surfs. Then display some 
sports equipment from the school gym, 
such as a baseball, bat, baseball mitt, jump 
rope, basketball, and so on. Name the items 
as you pass them around for children to 
examine. 

Then have children take turns choosing an 
item or two and telling how the items are 
used. For example, a child might describe 
how to hit a baseball and catch it with a 
mitt. Encourage children to pantomime 
actions as they describe them, but caution 
them not to throw or hit anything. 
Optional: Complete this activity outdoors 
so children can play some of the sports.
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Differentiated 
Instruction activities 
for print concepts are 
located in the back of 
the Teacher’s Guides. 
Teachers provide 
more support or 
additional challenge 
for children as 
needed.
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Phonological and Phonemic Awareness
Phonological awareness is the understanding that speech consists of smaller 
units, such as words, syllables, onsets and rimes, and individual speech sounds 
or phonemes. In order to be able to read and spell with success, children must 
develop phonological awareness and phonemic awareness. Children with 
phonemic awareness are able to hear, identify, and manipulate sounds in spoken 
words. They can then understand that the symbols of written language, the 
letters of the alphabet, represent sounds of spoken language.

What Research Says
“Knowledge of the alphabet and phonological awareness are both strong 
predictors of later decoding and comprehension, and it is evident that teaching 
these in combination has a consistently positive impact on improving students’ 
later decoding and reading comprehension abilities.”

 —Shanahan, T. & Lonigan, 2016, page 4

“The most important insight of modern reading research has been the recognition 
that phonics instruction may not ‘take’ with young readers unless they are aware 
of the segments of speech represented by the graphemes used to spell words in 
an alphabetic writing system.” 
 —Moats, 2006

“At a minimum, children should be able to name and write all the letters of the 
alphabet and should be able to isolate initial and final phonemes in words and  
recognize which words begin with the same phonemes by the end of kindergarten.”

 —Ehri & Roberts, 2006, page 127

What The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit Does
In kindergarten, children are taught one sound for each letter of the alphabet. 
A Superkids song introduces each new phoneme and serves as a mnemonic 
device for remembering it. Children complete phonemic activities in their Skills 
Books, such as identifying pictures whose names begin with the new phoneme. 
In Daily Routines, students practice isolating, identifying, blending, segmenting, 
and substituting phonemes in various positions in spoken words. 

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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Grade K, Unit 6 Teacher’s Guide

In first grade, The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit teaches the remaining phonemes 
in the English language, including the sounds of consonant digraphs, long vowels, 
r-controlled vowels, and other variant vowels. Children learn to distinguish between 
long- and short-vowel sounds and practice segmenting. The Superkids Foundational 
Skills Kit in second grade reviews and gives more practice with all 44 phonemes to 
ensure children’s mastery. 

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

In kindergarten, 
children practice 
phonological and 
phonemic awareness 
every day in activities 
that build their skills 
systematically.

Print and Book Awareness
Sal’s Skills Book

Use front cover of the Unit 6 Skills Book and 
“Sal’s Song” recording or animation on the 
teacher portal.

Name

 Skills Book
Sal

UNIT

6

Review Superkids and introduce the next 
Skills Book. Play the game Who am I? to 
help children review the Superkids they have 
met. Give a clue about each Superkid and 
have children guess the name. For example, 
say, “I like odd animals. My name begins with 
the letter O. Who am I?” (Oswald) As each 
one is identified, have a volunteer point to 
his or her picture and name on the poster.

1

Phonological Awareness
Tell children you are going to say a word that 
has two syllables. Say the word baby. Then say 
the word slowly, pausing between syllables. Hold 
up one finger as you say the first syllable and 
two fingers as you say the second one. Then ask 
children to say the syllables that make up baby. 
Repeat with the following words:

bottle (bot, tle) 
total (to, tal)
ugly (ug, ly)
hurry (hur, ry)
lemon (lem, on)

Phonemic Awareness
Say two words. Tell children to say yes if the 
words begin with the same sound, or no if the 
words begin with different sounds.

get, bet (no) cot, done (no)
pin, pond (yes) end, ill (no)
care, call (yes) and, onto (no)

Phonics
Distribute handwriting paper. Tell children to 
write a lowercase letter to stand for the sound 
at the end of each word. 

drag frog lid
said wag  head
dug mad mud

Print Concepts
Remind children that people’s names begin 
with an uppercase letter. Say each name and 
its initial sound. Then have children write the 
uppercase letter at the beginning of each name.

Carl Don
Gabe Olive
Al Dave

Daily Routines

 Use the interactive whiteboard version of the routines, or follow the instructions below. 
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Grade K, Unit 23 Teacher’s Guide

Phonemic awareness 
is developed explicitly 
before each new letter-
sound correspondence 
is taught.

Phonemic Awareness and 
Phonics
Identifying Xx/ks/

Use Units 23–24 Skills Book page 1 and “The XY 
Song” recording or animation on the teacher portal.

SUPERKIDS
SUPERKIDS’Hot Rod said, “Let’s fi x up boxes.”

1

Unit 23 (XY), Lesson 1

Family: Your child listened to an audio recording for words ending with the same sound as box and words 
beginning with the same sound as yellow. Then he underlined each x and Y  in the sentences.

The said, “Yes! Yes! Yes!”

Child underlines x in fix and boxes and underlines 
Y in Yes.

Play “The XY Song” recording or 
animation. Have children turn to page 1. 
Explain that they will listen to the Superkids 
sing and talk about doing something fun with 
the boxes shown on the page. 

 

2
After the song, Hot Rod reads the labels on 
the boxes and tells what came in the boxes. 
Direct children’s attention to each box 
shown on page 1 as Hot Rod describes it.

Discuss the boxes with children. Ask who 
the new Supernoodle is (Hot Rod) and what 
he is inviting the Superkids to do. (fix up 
boxes) Help children read the words on the 
boxes and recall from the audio recording 
what came in each box. Explain that the 
word swell on the lamp box means terrific or 
excellent. Point out that you say the letter 
names for TV, a short word that stands for 
television. Have children share experiences 
they have had playing with empty boxes and 
ask them what they think the Superkids 
might do to these boxes to fix them up.

Develop phonemic awareness for /ks/. Say 
“box” and have children repeat after you. 
Ask what sound they hear at the end of box. 
(/ks/) Tell children to point to a box on the 
page when you say a word that ends in /ks/, 
as in box. Say these words:

fox silver ox
gorilla mix twelve
wax dish six

Introduce uppercase and lowercase Xx and 
letter-sound correspondence x/ks/. Have 
children find the two letters at the bottom 
left of page 1. Tell children the big letter is 
uppercase X and the smaller letter is lowercase 
x. Have them point to each letter and say its 
name with you. Explain that the letter x stands 
for the sound /ks/ heard at the end of box.

Unit 23 introduces the sound /ks/ for x 
in the medial and final positions because 
few words begin with x and they are 
not important to young children’s oral 
and written vocabulary. Also, only the 
consonant sound for Yy (/y/) is taught in 
this unit. Children are not expected to 
identify the sound y stands for in words 
that end with y/ē/ as in happy or y/ı̄ / as 
in try until first grade.
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Phonemic awareness 
is an explicit, integral 
part of lessons 
on letter-sound 
correspondence in 
first grade.

Grade 1, Unit 15 Teacher’s Guide

Daily Routines

 
103

Name
Unit 15, Lesson 6

Phonics and Spelling

low      row      slow      grow

1.  

thr       sn     
2.  

bl       sl     ly
3.  

tie a yell       b     

Spelling List

Pattern Words

ow

Memory Words

 1. low
 2. blow
 3. grow
 4. slow
 5. snow

 6. warm
 7. walk
 8. once
 9. give
 10. done

ow

Family: Your child traced the blue letters and wrote ow to complete the words and then reviewed the spelling list.

Child traces blue letters and writes ow to complete 
these words: 1. throw snow; 2. blow slowly;  
3. yellow bow.

Have children write ow to complete words. 
Explain that the words on the handwriting 
lines tell about the pictures, but each word is 
missing the letters ow for the sound /ō/. Have 
children trace the blue letters and write ow 
at the end of each word in box 1. When 
they finish, have them read the words aloud. 
Then tell children to complete the words in 
the other boxes by tracing the blue letters 
and writing ow to stand for /ō/.

Phonemic Awareness 
and Phonics
Associating ow with /ō/

Use Skills Book page 103 and Sound-Spelling 
Card ow/ō/.

Develop phonemic awareness for final /ō/. 
Ask what sound comes at the end of the 
word low. (/ō/) Have children stand up. Tell 
them to crouch down low when they hear 
you say a word that ends in /ō/ as in low.

show grow purple trouble 
store blow yellow window

Introduce letter-sound correspondence for 
ow/ō/. Display Skills Book page 103, and 
have children turn to the page. Ask them 
to identify the pair of letters in the top left 
corner. (o, w) Remind children that ow can 
stand for the sound /ou/. Explain that ow can 
also stand for the sound /ō/. Point out that 
ow stands for /ō/ in the words at the top of 
the page. Have children trace the blue line 
under the letters ow in each word and then 
read the words aloud together.

1

  Use the interactive whiteboard version of 
the routines, or follow these instructions.

Decoding
Change one word to the next by changing 
Letter Cards in a pocket chart. Have children 
read each word aloud and tell which letter(s) 
changed. Define crouch (to bend down low).

ouch ➞ pouch ➞ couch ➞ crouch
tower ➞ power ➞ shower ➞ flower

Spelling
Dictate the words and sentence. Give hints 
about which spelling of /ou/ to use in each 
word. Help children check their spelling and 
fix any mistakes.

ouch couch tower power
I will give you a flower.

Handwriting
Write the sentences on the board. Read them 
aloud with the class. Have children copy the 
sentences as independent work.

The show was done. The kids 
crowded around Hot Rod. 
Hot Rod felt proud.
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Grade 1, Unit 6 Teacher’s Guide

First graders practice 
identifying long-vowel 
sounds before being 
taught long-vowel 
spelling patterns.

Daily Routines

  Use the interactive whiteboard version of 
the routines, or follow these instructions.

Decoding
Write the words on the board. Have children 
read aloud across the rows several times. 
Then ask them to find and read aloud the  
-ed word that means you went quickly 
(rushed) and the -ing word that tells what 
a faucet is doing if it leaks drops of water. 
(dripping)

helped handed checked rushed
jogging running digging dripping

Spelling
Dictate the words and sentence. Help 
children check their spelling and fix any 
mistakes.

checked jogging running
I helped my mom.

Handwriting
Write the sentences on the board. Read them 
aloud with the class. Have children copy the 
sentences as independent work.

Dominic was missing. Golly 
sniffed his sock to track him. 

In kindergarten, children learned  
that each vowel has a short and a long 
sound. Step 1 teaches the long-vowel 
letter-sound correspondences and 
introduces the long-vowel mark to 
prepare children to decode long- 
vowel words. 

Teach that vowels have short and long 
sounds. Display Skills Book page 102, and 
have children turn to the page. Have them 
name the letters shown. Point out that the 
letters are all vowels. Explain that a vowel 
has a short and a long sound. Tell them all 
the words they’ve been sounding out so far 
have been words with short-vowel sounds. 
Name each vowel and say its short sound: 
a/a/, e/e/, i/i/, o/o/, and u/u/. Have children 
repeat each letter and sound after you.  
Tell them long-vowel sounds are easy to 
remember because they sound the same as 
the name of the letters. Name each vowel 
again and say its long sound: a/ā/, e/ē/, i/ī/, 
o/ō/, and u/ū/. Have children repeat each 
letter and sound after you. 

Phonemic Awareness 
and Phonics
Associating long-vowel sounds 
with letters

Use Skills Book, Unit 6, page 102. 

 
102

1.

a

2.

e

3.

i

4.

o

5.

u

Name
Unit 6, Lesson 1

Phonemic Awareness and Phonics

Family: Your child said the long-vowel sounds, traced the long-vowel marks, and circled the pictures whose 
names have the same long-vowel sound as the name of the first picture in the row.

Child traces the long-vowel marks and circles 
pictures whose names have the same long-vowel 
sound as the name of the first picture in each row: 
1. grapes, cake; 2. key, three; 3. knife, kite;  
4. toes, bone; 5. mule, unicorn.

1
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Differentiated 
Instruction activities 
for phonemic 
awareness are 
located in the back 
of the Teacher’s 
Guides. Teachers 
provide more 
support or additional 
challenge for 
children as needed. 

Grade K, Unit 6 Teacher’s Guide

234 U N I T  6  •  D I F F E R E N T I A T E D  I N S T R U C T I O N

1. Phonemic Awareness
Associating initial /s/ with  
picture names

Use: Anytime after Unit 6, Lesson 1

Materials: Practice Page 28 and crayons

Unit 6 (S), Lesson 1

Practice Page 28

Reproducible Page ©
 Zaner-Bloser, Inc.

Family: Your child formed the letter S by coloring in spaces that contain 
items whose names begin with the sound heard at the beginning of Sal.

Name

Child colors the spaces with pictures of Sal, scarf, sweater, 
skis, snowman, star.

Distribute Practice Page 28 and crayons. 
Help children name each picture on the 
snowy slope. (deer, scarf, sweater, Sal, hat, 
rocks, star, rabbit, skis, trees, snowman) 

Point to Sal and ask what sound is at the 
beginning of Sal. (/s/) Have children color 
the space with the picture of Sal. Then tell 
them to color spaces with pictures of other 
things whose names begin with /s/. When 
children have finished, have volunteers 
name the pictures in the colored spaces and 
tell what they notice about these spaces. 
(They form the letter S.)

2. Phonemic Awareness
Initial and final /s/

Use: Anytime after Unit 6, Lesson 1

Materials: long chenille stems

Read the poem below.

Silly Snake
I see a silly snake
Sliding along the ground.
His body makes an s
When he hears a /ssss/ sound!

–Elizabeth O’Leary

Ask what the snake does when it hears 
the sound /s/. (curls into an s shape) Show 
children how to bend chenille stems into 
the shape of an s. Repeat the rhyme and 
tell children to hold up their s shapes when 
they hear a word that begins with /s/. (see, 
silly, snake, sliding, sound)

Remind them that the snake curls into an 
s shape whenever he hears /s/, no matter 
where it is in a word. Tell them to hold 
up their s and say “beginning” if you say a 
word that begins with /s/. Have them hold 
up their s and say “end” if /s/ is at the end 
of the word. Say, “sled, sun, nuts, stop, 
mess, sing.”

Unit 6 • Differentiated Instruction
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Phonics
Phonics instruction teaches children the alphabetic principle—the concept that 
letters in the alphabet stand for sounds. Learning letter-sound relationships 
enables children to decode (read) and encode (spell) phonetically regular words 
that follow predictable patterns, the majority of words in the English language. 
Children need repeated practice applying their letter-sound knowledge to 
decodable text that consistently results in words they know. Relying first and 
foremost on decoding allows children to really read, rather than guess at words. 
As children’s decoding becomes more automatic and fluent, they can expend 
less energy processing print and more on comprehending it.

What Research Says
“Although phonics instruction and direct instruction do not encapsulate 
everything novice readers need to know, they build a gateway to a lifetime of 
reading. Phonics instruction, which is composed of the sounds, letters, and 
letter combinations that represent those sounds, is critical for beginning readers. 
Unlike spoken language, young children will not simply absorb these skills 
through exposure.… Phonics instruction is thought to establish and strengthen 
the brain structures that will form the phonological loop that links the apparatus 
responsible for processing the sounds of language with the long-term memory 
needed to sustain meaningful reading.”

—Fisher, Frey, & Hattie, 2016, pages 46–47

“Overall, relative to approaches that promote memorization of the spelling 
patterns of entire words, sublexical phonics-based strategies yield superior 
reading acquisition outcomes.”

 —Yoncheva, Wise, & McCandliss, 2015, page 23

“[I]t is inadequate to present the foundational skills of phonemic awareness and 
phonics incidentally, casually, or fragmentally. Children do not learn how letters 
represent sounds by osmosis; we must teach them this skill explicitly.”

—Shaywitz & Shaywitz, 2004, page 10

“Systematic phonics instruction results in better growth in children’s ability to 
comprehend what they read than non-systematic or no phonics instruction.  
This is not surprising because the ability to read the words in text accurately and 
quickly is highly related to successful reading comprehension.”

—Armbruster, Lehr, & Osborn, 2001, page 14

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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“Although beginning readers should receive explicit instruction in letter-sound 
patterns outside the context of reading connected text, they should also be taught 
how and when to use this information during text reading through demonstration, 
modeling, direct explanation, and guided practice.”

—Tumner & Nicholson, 2011, page 419

What The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit Does
Systematic phonics instruction is the organizing principle from which all other 
reading instruction flows in The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit. Letter-sound 
associations are introduced in a clearly defined sequence and at a pace that’s 
manageable for students. In kindergarten, children are taught one sound for each 
letter of the alphabet. In first grade, students learn consonant digraphs (such as sh, 
ch, and th), long-vowel patterns, r-controlled vowels, and other variant vowels (such 
as y as a vowel and vowel diphthongs oi, ou, and more). In second grade, children 
review the major sound-spellings taught in the previous grades and learn additional 
phonics and structural skills, such as syllable chunks and morphological units. 

Explicit instruction for each letter-sound correspondence always involves these 
multimodal, mutually reinforcing steps: Hear it, say it, see it, write it. At the same 
time that students are learning to use the alphabetic principle to read words, they 
are using this knowledge to spell. Daily Routines at the beginning of lessons give 
children practice decoding and encoding (spelling) words with newly taught letter-
sounds. Practice and review are carefully built into the Skills Books so that children 
have constant reinforcement of letter-sound correspondences taught earlier. 

In addition, engaging, decodable texts are provided in all grade levels of the 
program so that children can apply their knowledge of letter-sound relationships 
as they read. The vocabulary is tightly controlled so that the vast majority of words 
contain only sound-symbols that have been explicitly taught. Children read only 
phonetically controlled texts. This helps ensure they become strong, confident 
readers who have the habit of decoding rather than guessing at new words. In 
second grade, children continue to develop decoding automaticity by reading short 
decodable stories every day.  

In kindergarten, the explicit and systematic phonics instruction in The Superkids 
Foundational Skills Kit program enables students to read and spell hundreds of 
phonetically regular words. By the end of first grade, children can read and spell 
thousands of phonetically and structurally regular words. By the end of second grade, 
children continue to expand their skills with longer, more complex words. Children 
who complete all grade levels of the program typically enter third grade having 
mastered the sound-symbol code that forms the foundation of written English.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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Grade K, Unit 14 Teacher’s Guide

Phonics instruction in The 
Superkids Foundational 
Skills Kit is explicit and 
systematic. Precise 
directions are provided 
for teaching letter-sound 
correspondences and 
sound-spelling patterns.

Differentiated 
Instruction activities for 
phonics are located 
in the back of the 
Teacher’s Guides. 
Teachers provide more 
support or additional 
challenge for children 
as needed.

8 U N I T  1 4   •  L E S S O N  1

Phonics
Letter-sound correspondence Bb/b/

Identify uppercase and lowercase Bb. Have 
children find the two letters at the bottom of 
page 1. Tell them the big letter is uppercase B and 
the smaller letter is lowercase b. Have children 
point to each letter and say its name with you. 

Introduce letter-sound correspondence 
Bb/b/. Explain that the letter b stands for the 
sound /b/ at the beginning of bakery. Call on 
children to name something in the picture 
whose name starts with the letter b. (bread, 
buns, birthday cake, bride, bells, balloons, bowl, 
banana pie)

Differentiate: ELL The sounds /p/ and 
/b/ are often confused by children, 
particularly English Language Learners from 
certain linguistic backgrounds. Have 
children practice making the /b/ sound by 
folding in their lips.

3

Phonemic Awareness  
and Phonics
Associating Bb with /b/

Use Units 14–15 Skills Book pages 1–3 and 
“The B Song” animation or recording on the 
teacher portal.

Play “The B Song” recording or animation. 
Tell children that they will hear Alf and Hot 
Rod talking in front of the bakery and then 
listen to the Superkids sing a song. Explain 
that pages 2 and 3 show some of the things 
the Superkids sing about, so they should look 

4
for these items while they listen to the song. 
Be sure everyone is on page 1 before you 
start the audio recording. The narrator will 
tell children when to turn to pages 2–3.

After the song, have children discuss the 
Superkids’ problem. (They need a place where 
they can be together.) Ask what the Superkids 
plan to do in their new meeting place. (share 
things with one another) Ask children why 
they think the song is called “The B Song.” 
(The things the Superkids want to share begin 
with /b/ and the letter b.)

3

Unit 14 (B), Lesson 1
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Child circles pictures of baseball, bat, baby brother, bubbles, boat, book, balloons, bananas, bird, bike, beard, backpack, 
buttons, and other things whose names begin with b/b/. Child underlines Bb in Bell’s, Bakery, Barber, Bank, Boots.
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Grade K, Unit 14 Teacher’s Guide

1. Phonics
Initial Bb/b/

Use: Anytime after Unit 14, Lesson 1

Materials: a pocket chart, Picture Cards 7–12 
(or use Interactive Whiteboard Activity 1)

Point out that bounce and ball both begin 
with the sound /b/. Have children repeat 
“/b/-bounce” and “/b/-ball” as they pretend 
to bounce a ball. Then write Bb on the 
lines above the first pocket of the pocket 
chart and have children identify the letters. 
(uppercase B, lowercase b) Remind them 
that b stands for /b/, the sound at the 
beginning of bounce and ball. 

Put the Picture Card for bag in the pocket 
below Bb. Name the picture and have 
children identify the sound and letter at the 
beginning of the picture name. (/b/, b) Repeat 
with the Picture Cards for bells, bone, box, 
bugs, and bus. Conclude by having children 
tell how the picture names are alike. (They 
begin with the sound /b/ and the letter b.)

2. Phonics
Initial Bb/b/

Use: Anytime after Unit 14, Lesson 1

Materials: Practice Page 1

Name

Reproducible Page ©
 Zaner-Bloser, Inc.

Unit 14 (B), Lesson 1

Practice Page 1

Family: Your child circled items whose names begin 
with the sound heard at the beginning of bus.

Child circles pictures of bus, bread, bell, bicycle, bed, 
baseball, bird, bug. 

Distribute Practice Page 1. Have children 
identify the picture (bus) and letters (Bb) in 
the first box. Ask what sound bus begins with 
and what letter stands for that sound. (/b/, 
b) Have children circle the bus. Then help 
them name the other pictures. (bread, fish, 
bell, grapes, bicycle, bed, baseball, bird, cat, bug) 
Tell them to circle the pictures whose names 
begin with /b/.

3. Phonics 
Initial letter-sounds

Use: Anytime after Unit 14, Lesson 2

Materials: Practice Page 2

Unit 14 (B), Lesson 2

Practice Page 2
Name

Family: Your child wrote the lowercase letter that stands 
for the sound at the beginning of each picture name.

Reproducible Page ©
 Zaner-Bloser, Inc.

Child writes the letter for the initial sound of each picture 
name: b-bird, d-dragon, b-banana, t-top, b-bat, g-gate, 
c-cup, b-balloon, l-leg, b-book, b-boat, f-frog.

Distribute Practice Page 2. Help children 
name the first picture. (bird) Ask what 
letter stands for the sound /b/ at the 
beginning of bird. (b) Have them write 
lowercase b next to the picture. Then help 
children name the other pictures. Tell them 
to write next to each picture the lowercase 
letter that stands for the sound at the 
beginning of the picture name.

Unit 14 • Differentiated Instruction
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Grade K, Unit 6 Skills Book Grade K, Unit 15 Skills Book

Grade 2, Unit 2 Skills Book

First and second graders learn how to use phonetic and structural patterns 
to help them decode and encode words.

Grade 1, Unit 8 Skills Book

Unit 6 (S), Lesson 1

1Family: Your child circled something in each picture whose name 
begins with the sound heard at the beginning of Sal.

SFS_K_1_SB_U06_Sal_25663.indd   1 12/17/18   9:48 AM

Unit 15 (R), Lesson 2

17

scrub rub t

rag b fl

bug h t
Family: Your child traced and wrote letters to complete words. Then he read each 
row of rhyming words and underlined letters that are the same in each word.

R R R R R

SFS_K_2_SB_U14_U15_25748.indd   17 12/17/18   10:12 AM

1. 

rain

5.

soap

2. 

tail

6.

coat

3. 

wait

7.

goal

4. 

paint

8.

toast

Name
Unit 8, Lesson 1

Phonics
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130
When a word has a pair of vowels together, the first vowel is usually 
long and the second is silent.

oa
boat

ai
sail

SFS_1_1_U08_SB_130_142_25533.indd   130 2/7/19   9:34 AM

 1.

pa__le

2.

pi__le

3. 4.

 5.

pu__le

6.

ke__le

7.

a__le

8.

scri__le
9.

pu__le

10.

ca__le

11.

bo__le

12.

13.

mi__le

14.

bu__le

15.

ju__le

16.

bu__le

We do

I do

le words have two consonants after a short vowel and before the le at 
the end. If there’s only one sound between the short vowel and the le, 
then two of the consonants are the same or spelled with ck.

cändle bündle grümble sämple
rïddle pëbble tïckle täckle

The words below have short vowels.  
Write the two consonants that come before le.

scra__le

ha__le tu__le

26 Unit 2 • Lesson 2
Phonics and Spelling

The kindergarten Skills Books give children ample practice associating letters with 
sounds and blending letter-sounds to decode and encode words.

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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Children apply their phonics skills and build fluency as they read 
texts with phonetically controlled vocabulary.

Grade K, Unit 14 Decodable Book

Grade 2, Unit 15 Decodable Book

Grade 1, Unit 8 Decodable Book

2 3

But the attic has  
lots of dust!

The attic has lots of stuff.

SFS_K_2_DB_U14_25236.indd   2 11/8/18   11:28 AM

2 3

But the attic has  
lots of dust!

The attic has lots of bugs. 
Ug! Get off, bug!

SFS_K_2_DB_U14_25236.indd   3 11/8/18   11:28 AM
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The horse had a long mane and tail. It had 
a wide smile. But it had no eyes. Lily and 
Ettabetta liked the horse very much. 

“Let’s make new eyes for it,” said Lily.

“O.K.,” said Ettabetta. “What could we 
use for eyes?”

4

SFS_G1_U8_W1_LittleHorse_24000.indd   4 11/8/18   7:59 AM

“Buttons would make good eyes,” said Lily.  
“Let’s look for some.”

A box in the closet had pins, needles, 
wheels, and a bean bag in it. But there  
were no buttons. 

“We could use beads for eyes,” said 
Ettabetta. “Mrs. Dearing sells some beads  
in the shop. Let’s go look.”

5

SFS_G1_U8_W1_LittleHorse_24000.indd   5 11/8/18   7:59 AM

Testing Begins

Icky walked s-l-o-w-l-y to his chair in the classroom . 

“Good morning, Icky,” said Ms . Blossom .

Icky sighed . “Hi,” he said . He sounded glum . 

“What’s the matter?” asked Ms . Blossom .

2

 Icky sighed again . “We have testing today,” he said . 
“Tests are scary!” Icky’s hands felt shaky . His tummy 
felt yucky . His brain felt empty . And his mouth felt dry .

Ms . Blossom smiled . “Maybe it would help if you 
thought of the test like a soccer game,” she said .

“What?” said Icky . “I don’t get it .”

“Well,” said Ms . Blossom, “during soccer season, 
you have practice every day . So when you’re in a 
game, you know what to do . Right?”

“Right,” said Icky . 

“It’s the same with school,” said Ms . Blossom .  
“You learn every day . So on a test you know what to 
do . Right?” 

“I suppose so,” said Icky . He grinned . Ms . 
Blossom’s idea made him feel much better . 

3
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Fluency
Fluency is the ability to read a text accurately, smoothly, and with natural 
expression. Fluency provides a bridge between word recognition and 
comprehension. Fluent readers can focus on understanding what they read rather 
than on recognizing words. Effective techniques for developing children’s fluency 
include providing models of fluent reading and many opportunities for children to 
read short passages aloud multiple times. Explicit instruction in fluency teaches 
children to group words into meaningful phrases, use punctuation as a guide 
for when to pause or place emphasis, and read with natural expression at an 
appropriate rate. Fluency instruction and practice is extremely important because 
of the direct link between fluency and reading comprehension.

What Research Says
“It is not enough for readers to read the words in text accurately—they need to read 
the words automatically. If they have to use too much of that cognitive energy to 
decode the words in text, they have little remaining for the more important task in 
reading—comprehension.”

 —Rasinski, 2012, page 517

“Research has shown that a variety of practices ranging from integrated whole-
class fluency lessons to independent reading practice to teacher-, peer-, and 
technology-assisted practice and fluency performances can be used effectively  
to help children develop fluent reading.”

—Rasinski, Ruetzel, Chard, & Linan-Thompson,  
2011, page 305

“Readers develop their word recognition automaticity in the same way that other 
automatic processes in life are developed—through wide and deep practice. Wide 
reading refers to the common classroom practice of reading a text once followed 
by discussion, response, and instruction aimed at developing some specific 
reading strategies and skills.”

 —Rasinski, 2012, pages 517–518

“A critical factor in guaranteeing high levels of success for students is the  
accessibility of the text. The benefits of repeated oral reading can only be  
realized if the text that has been chosen gives students repeated exposure to a 
controlled vocabulary.”

 —McEwan, 2009, page 78

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS
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What The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit Does
The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit helps develop children’s automaticity in 
word recognition and their fluency with connected text. Through Daily Routines, 
children learn to blend letter-sounds effortlessly and decode words quickly. 
They also learn to recognize by sight a number of high-frequency, mostly 
irregular words (called Memory Words in the program). Specific fluency skills 
are explicitly taught, modeled, and practiced over and over again. Skills include 
reading accurately at an appropriate rate, observing punctuation, reading with 
expression, reading with natural phrasing, using appropriate stress, and using 
proper pitch and volume.

Children practice these fluency skills by reading Decodable Books and 
decodable stories in the Skills Books in small groups. While the teacher works 
with children in small groups, other children practice fluency by rereading stories 
independently or with a partner or, in first grade, by reading additional Fluency 
Practice Pages that are provided online. For at-home fluency practice, each 
child receives Take-Home Decodable Books—black and white versions of the 
Decodable Books they read in small groups every unit. Additionally, first and 
second graders have Backpack Pages dedicated to fluency practice. Recorded 
readings of kindergarten Skills Books stories offer models of fluent reading for 
children to listen to as they read along.

Fluency skills are explicitly taught and modeled using decodable stories in the 
 Skills Books and Decodable Books. After the instruction, children practice reading 

aloud the text while the teacher monitors. 

Grade 1, Unit 1 Teacher’s Guide

Grade 1, Unit 8 Teacher’s Guide

FOUNDATIONAL SKILLS

Who says “I must get Coconut”? Cass 
Who is she talking to? Alf and Hot Rod

What do you think Cass wants Alf and 
Hot Rod to do? help her get her cat out of 
the tree

Differentiate: ELL Pronouns can make 
it difficult for children to identify who 
is speaking or which character is being 
described. As you guide reading, point out 
pronouns and ask children who these  
words tell about. 

Who says “Tell Coconut to jump”?  
Alf [Explain: We know because it says  
he said after those words and Alf is the  
only boy shown.]

Which sentence tells why Coconut can’t 
jump? The last sentence which says, “Her 
leg is stuck.”

Fluency
Reading a decodable book

Use the decodable book Help!

Vocabulary: trunk, stretch, unstuck

Guide children as they read aloud Help! 
Listen to each child read in every group. 
Help children sound out decodable words. 
Remind them how to say the Story Word 
and Memory Words as needed. Use the 
questions in the lesson to check children’s 
understanding as they read. 

While you are meeting with one group, you 
can have other children work independently 
on Additional Practice activities listed at the 
end of this lesson and previous lessons. If you 
are not able to finish reading the whole book 
with a group today, you can finish it in the 
next lesson. (See the stop sign in this lesson 
for a suggested stopping point in the book.) 

2

Alf lifts his hands. “Tell Coconut to 
jump,” he said. “I will catch her.”

“She cannot jump,” said Cass. 
“Her leg is stuck.”

2

Cass has a bad problem! 
Her cat is stuck on a branch.
Cass said, “I must get Coconut.” 

1

U N I T  1  •  L E S S O N  4       91    
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Fluency
Reading at an appropriate rate

Use the decodable story, “Lily’s Little Boat,” 
on Skills Book pages 132–133. 

Introduce the decodable story, “Lily’s Little 
Boat.” Display Skills Book page 132, or 
have children turn to the page. Point to the 
title “Lily’s Little Boat,” and read it aloud. 
Ask what kind of little boat Lily has in the 
picture. (a toy sailboat)

Model fluent reading and check 
understanding. Have children listen and 
follow along as you read the story aloud at a 
fluent pace. When you finish, ask what Lily 
named her toy boat (Little Toad) and how 
she can sail it even when it’s raining outside. 
(She can sail it in her bathtub.)

Discuss and model how to read at an 
appropriate rate. Tell children that when 
they read something for the first time and are 
still learning to decode the words, they will 
probably read more slowly. Demonstrate as 
you read the first paragraph of the story at 
a slow pace. Stop to sound out a few of the 
new CVVC words. Point out that reading 

2

slowly is necessary at first, but it can make 
it harder for you to understand what you’re 
reading. Explain that as you read something 
a few more times, you should try to read a bit 
faster so that your reading is about as fast as 
you would say the words if you were talking. 
Model this as you read the first paragraph 
aloud again at an appropriate rate. Ask if it 
was easier to understand what you read when 
you read it slowly the first time or faster the 
second time. (faster the second time)

Have children practice reading the story at 
an appropriate rate. Read the story aloud 
with children, or call on groups to read aloud 
different parts. Then have partners read 
the story aloud together as you circulate to 
monitor their fluency practice. Explain that 
as they reread the story throughout the unit, 
they should try reading it a bit faster until 
they can read it at a speed that sounds like 
talking. To provide more guidance, meet with 
children in small groups and have each child 
take a turn reading a few sentences aloud.

Unit 8, Lesson 2
Fluency

Family: Your child read the story “Lily’s Little Boat” on pages 132–133.132

Lily’s Little Boat
Lily got a boat at the toy shop. 
She named it Little Toad.

Lily wanted to sail her boat on the pond. 
Just as she put on her coat, it began to rain.

“Oh, no,” Lily said with a groan. “What a pain. 
I must wait until the rain stops.”

Then Lily had a fantastic plan. 
She filled up her bathtub and put Little Toad in it. 
“Little Toad can float in the tub,” Lily said.

Lily added soap. She swished the bubbles and made 
big waves. The boat got wet, but Little Toad did not 
flip over. Lily made the boat spin, but Little Toad still 
did not flip over. 

“Little Toad is a strong boat,” said Lily. “I can sail it 
any time, rain or shine.”

Unit 8, Lesson 2
Fluency

133
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Take-Home Decodable Books are provided for children’s repeated oral-reading 
practice at school and at home. First and second grade also include Backpack 

Pages for more fluency practice at home.

Take-Home Decodable Books

Grade 1, Unit 8 Teacher’s Guide

224      U N I T  8  •  D I F F E R E N T I A T E D  I N S T R U C T I O N

16. Spelling and Word 
Analysis 
Adding -ed and -ing to  
CVVC words

Use: Anytime after Unit 8, Lesson 8

Materials: Self-stick notes and Unit 8 Word 
Cards for the words shown below

rain loan heat need 
mail toast reach feed 
wait float clean see

Write ing on a self-stick note and ed on 
another. Remind children that when a word 
has two vowels together, an ending can just 
be added to the word. Show the card for 
rain and have children read it aloud. Ask 
how many vowels are in the word. (two) 
Stick the -ing note on the end of rain and 
have children read the new word aloud. 
Ask a child to use the word in a sentence 
that tells what is happening. Then replace 
-ing with -ed. Have children read the new 
word aloud. Ask a child to use it in a 
sentence that tells what already happened. 
Repeat the steps with each word card. For 
feed and see, explain that we don’t add -ed 
to them because we instead use the words 
fed and saw to tell what already happened.

17. Spelling and Word 
Analysis 
Adding -ed and -ing to short-  
and long-vowel words

Use: Anytime after Unit 8, Lesson 8

Write the following words on the board, 
leaving space at the end of each word to 
add -ing or -ed:

1. 2. 3. 4.

help hop hope heat

fill rub save need

jump drop like mail

Point to each column and review the rule 
that applies for adding -ed or -ing to the 
words. Then call on a child to add -ed or -ing 
to help. Ask the rest of the class to confirm 
that the ending has been added correctly or 
to help correct the error. Then have them 
read the word aloud. Ask a child to use 
the word in a sentence that tells what is 
happening or has already happened. 

Repeat with each word. For column 2, 
review doubling the final consonant when 
adding -ed or -ing. For CVCe words, have 
children erase the e, then add the ending.

18. Fluency
Oral-reading practice with 
decodable text

Use: Anytime after Unit 8, Lesson 3 (for 
week 1) or Unit 8, Lesson 6 (for week 2)

Materials: Unit 8 Fluency Practice Pages for 
week 1 and week 2 on the teacher portal

Name
Unit 8, Week 1

Fluency Practice Page

© Zaner-Bloser, Inc. All rights reserved. May be duplicated for classroom use.

Use a Leash at the Beach!
Keesha’s dog Buster likes to swim. If she takes

him to a lake, he will leap from a dock to fetch a
stick with his teeth. 

One day, Keesha went to the beach with
Buster. She clipped his leash on, but when he
spotted the waves, he broke free!

Buster ran in the sand and splashed in the
waves. YELP! A crab snapped at his nose.
SCREECH! A flock of sea gulls fled from him.

Keesha came up with a plan to get Buster
back. She grabbed a stick and flung it into the
waves. Buster fetched it and came trotting back
to Keesha. She clipped his leash back on.

“Buster, you are impossible!” she said. “You
need your leash at the beach!”

Name

Fluency Practice Page

© Zaner-Bloser, Inc. All rights reserved. May be duplicated for classroom use.

Unit 8, Week 2

Dogs that Help
Dogs can be fun pets, but some dogs are not 

just pets. There are dogs that help kids and adults 
do things. These helper dogs can do tasks for 
those who need a bit of help.

If you cannot see, a helper dog can help lead 
you from here to there. If you cannot use your 
legs, a dog can get things for you.

You can tell a dog is a helper if it has a vest on.
A helper dog in a vest can go where pet dogs 
cannot. Helper dogs have a job to do. The dogs 
are good pals for those who need them.

Have children practice reading aloud the 
story on the Fluency Practice Page for 
week 1 and the informational text on the 
Fluency Practice Page for week 2. You can 
have children take turns reading aloud a 
few sentences at a time in a small group. 
Or have individual children read aloud to 
you one on one. Use the retell questions 
on the Teacher Recording Sheet to check 
children’s understanding of what they read.

SFS_G1_TG_DI_U08_219_224_XXXXX.indd   224 1/28/19   3:02 PM
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Name

Fluency Practice Page
Unit 15, Week 2

Sea Turtles
Every summer, lots of sea turtles go back to  

the beach where they were born. They find a  
spot in the sandy soil to make their nests. Each 
turtle digs a deep hole and lays its eggs. After 
covering the eggs with a mound of sand, the 
turtles go back to the sea. They swim away and 
never come back to their eggs.

The eggs stay deep below ground for weeks. 
Then all the eggs hatch at once! The baby turtles 
dig their way out of the sand. In a big crowd, they 
crawl to the sea. They swim away and only come 
back if it’s their turn to lay eggs.

Reproducible Page ©
 Zaner-Bloser, Inc.
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Grade 1, Unit 15 Fluency Practice Page

2

The tree house has 
lots of red dots!

Sal lifts the rod.
Doc hits.

SFS_K_2_DB_U15_26530.indd   2 12/20/18   10:39 AM

3

Sal tilts the doll bed.

The rug fits.

SFS_K_2_DB_U15_26530.indd   3 12/20/18   10:39 AM

The kids came back with a bunch of kites. 
Tac printed big letters on five of the kites. 

4

SFS_G1_U7_W2_RaceDay_26783.indd   4 1/2/19   10:33 AM

Then the kids lined up and began running 
with the kites. The kites spelled out a note.

5

SFS_G1_U7_W2_RaceDay_26783.indd   5 1/2/19   10:34 AM

Differentiated Instruction 
activities for fluency are 
located in the back of 
the first-grade Teacher’s 
Guides. Teachers 
provide more support or 
additional challenge for 
children as needed.
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Grade K, Units 23–24 Decodable BookGrade K, Units 14–15 Skills Book

Grade 1, Unit 15 Skills Book

The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit offers accessible, decodable texts for fluency practice.

Grade 1, Unit 15 Decodable Book

Unit 14 (B), Lessons 4–5

8
Family: Your child read and discussed the story on pages 8–10. Then she listened  
to an audio recording and followed directions for marking the story.

The bus is a bit odd.

Let’s discuss the bus.

SFS_K_2_SB_U14_U15_25748.indd   8 12/17/18   10:11 AM

Unit 14 (B), Lessons 4–5

The bus has lots of bugs. Ug!

Let’s get the bugs off.

The bus has lots of dust.
Let’s dust it off!

9

SFS_K_2_SB_U14_U15_25748.indd   9 12/17/18   10:11 AM

4

Ettabetta printed the address 
and put a stamp on the letter.

SFS_K_2_DB_U23_U24_25328.indd   4 11/9/18   7:52 AM

5

Ettabetta put the letter in the box.
“I bet I will get a letter back fast!” 
said Ettabetta.
“Yes!” said Cass. “I bet you will!”

SFS_K_2_DB_U23_U24_25328.indd   5 11/9/18   7:52 AM
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The Parade Marches By
The town was having a big parade.

“Here come the clowns!” Oswald shouted.

The clowns did silly tricks. The crowd laughed  
and clapped. A cowgirl rode by on a brown pony. 
Little kids tossed flowers on the ground. Next came  
a king and queen with sparkling crowns. 

98

Unit 15, Lesson 2
Fluency

Family: Your child read the story “The Parade Marches By” on pages 98–99.

SFS_1_2_U15_SB_095_110_25540.indd   98 1/22/19   10:35 AM

Then the kids heard the stomp, stomp of a marching  
band. Drummers pounded on big, round drums. Loud 
trumpets blasted. The tubas made big, huge sounds.  
Flutes and clarinets played fast, fun tunes.

“Wow!” said Cass. “The marching band is the best part!”

Unit 15, Lesson 2
Fluency

99

SFS_1_2_U15_SB_095_110_25540.indd   99 1/22/19   10:35 AM

The crowd enjoyed the song.  
When Hot Rod was done, they  
all clapped loudly.

After the show, Ms. Powers 
said, “You played very well, Hot 
Rod. How do you feel about the 
clarinet now?”

“It’s not so bad,” said Hot Rod.  
“But I still want to give up  
my lessons.”

8

SFS_G1_U15_W1_Lesson_24147.indd   8 11/8/18   8:19 AM

Hot Rod, you’re terrific!

Is it hard?
Show us how.

Just then, the Superkids crowded around Hot Rod. 
They all shouted at once.

We didn’t know you  
could play the clarinet!

9

SFS_G1_U15_W1_Lesson_24147.indd   9 11/8/18   8:19 AM

Grade 2, Unit 15 Decodable Book

Magic

“Time’s up, class,” said Ms . Blossom . “Please put 
your pencils down . Pass your test booklets forward . 
Testing is finished .”

“Hooray,” said the Superkids, but without much 
oomph . They’d been testing for three days, and they 
were worn out .

“I’m proud of you, boys and girls,” said Ms . Blossom . 
“And I have a treat to share with you . Line up and  
follow me .”

Ms . Blossom led the Superkids up to the rooftop 
garden . “Look,” she said .

“Hooray!” shouted the Superkids, and this time 
they sounded happy and excited . At last, after all their 
care, all the planting  
 and watering  
  and weeding  
   and waiting, 
    their daffodils had 

4

The Superkids stuck their noses into the big yellow 
daffodils and smelled their springy scent . 

They goofed around, squatting down so that it 
looked like they were wearing daffodils in their hair .

“I can’t believe those dull brown bulbs that  
Ms . Blossom gave us last fall turned into such nice 
flowers,” said Tic . “It seems like magic .”

5
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Reading and Brain Research
Until the 1990s, theories about the cognitive processes involved in reading 
derived mainly from observations and behavioral measurements. In the 1990s, 
this changed dramatically when functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
became practical for reading research. For the first time, researchers could 
observe brain activity, in a minimally invasive and safe way, in large numbers of 
subjects engaged in learning to read. This breakthrough opened a new branch of 
research that is making important contributions to our understanding of reading.
Neuroscientists around the world have used fMRI extensively to map the areas 
of the brain associated with language and reading. Converging evidence shows 
that three areas of the brain are involved in reading (Sandak, Mencl, Frost, & Pugh, 
2004; Houdé, Rossi, Lubin, & Joliot, 2010). The first area is the inferior frontal 
gyrus, located in the front left part of the brain. This area is involved in articulation 
and word analysis. The second area is the parieto-temporal region, located in the 
left hemisphere just above and behind the ear. The function of this area is word 
analysis. The third area is the occipito-temporal region, located in the lower left 
part of the back of the brain. This is commonly referred to as the word form area 
and is where the brain stores all information about words—how they look, how 
they sound, and their meanings. The three areas of the brain are used to varying 
degrees depending on the skill of the reader and the difficulty of the reading task.

The first two areas, which are used to analyze words, pull them apart, and link 
their letters to sounds, are relied on heavily by beginning readers and also by more 
advanced readers when they encounter less familiar words (Shaywitz, 2003, p. 81). 
The occipito-temporal area, on the other hand, is used most actively by readers 
when they read text with a large percentage of known, familiar words. When 
this area is activated, words are recognized almost instantly after seeing them. 
Instruction that emphasizes the mapping of letters to speech sounds (i.e., phonics) 
is the most efficient way to foster this process (Dehaene, 2009, p. 227).

Phonological Processor
(Inferior Frontal Gyrus)
Processes sounds

Phonological Assembly 
(Parieto-Temporal Region)
Connects letters to sounds

Orthographic Processor 
(Occipito-Temporal Region) 
Stores information for 
automatic word recognition

REGIONS OF THE BRAIN ASSOCIATED WITH READING

OF FURTHER INTEREST
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In skilled readers, the neural network consisting of these three areas functions 
so efficiently that it seems as though words are recognized as whole units. But 
scientists have discovered that, in fact, the brains of skilled readers actually read 
every letter of every word and assemble them letter by letter and sound by sound 
into word parts and then whole words, finally connecting them to meaning. This 
happens incredibly quickly—in as little as 150 milliseconds for a word (Shaywitz, 
2003, p. 79). We now know that the immediacy of reading is an illusion based on 
the extreme automaticity of these word assembly steps, which operate outside 
our conscious awareness (Dehaene, 2009, p. 225).

Children are not born with this reading network fully formed. They must be taught 
how to read in order for their brains to build the neural connections needed 
to accommodate the complex task of reading. Programs like The Superkids 
Foundational Skills Kit, which explicitly and systematically teach the relationship 
between letters and sounds, are necessary for children to develop the neural 
network needed for efficient reading. The kit provides children with extensive 
practice in the letter-sounds they have been taught using decodable texts. With 
repeated exposure to words that they are able to decode, children not only 
come to develop the habit of decoding rather than guessing at words, they also 
increase their store of words accessible via the occipito-temporal region (the word 
form area), which, as noted above, is able to retrieve words rapidly. 

Scientists have also been able to identify differences between the brains of 
struggling readers (those who read slowly and lack fluency) and nonstruggling 
readers. They have found that the occipito-temporal region (the word form area) 
of struggling readers tends to be underutilized compared to this region in fluent 
readers. This knowledge confirms the results of extensive behavioral research that 
suggests struggling readers have greater difficulty with phonological processing—
that is, converting written language into the corresponding sounds of speech.

Several researchers have studied whether instruction can bring about changes 
in the brains of struggling readers to make them more similar to those of good 
readers (Shaywitz et al., 2004; Simos et al., 2002; Temple et al., 2003). Drs. Sally 
and Bennett Shaywitz and their colleagues (2004) designed an experiment in 
which a group of struggling young readers, aged 6.1–9.4 years, was provided an 
intensive intervention that included systematic phonological awareness training 
and explicit instruction in sound-symbol correspondences—a program very 
similar to The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit. What they found was remarkable: 
Intensive phonics programs actually altered the neural systems of the brain.  
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In their words:

“[T]hese data demonstrate that an intensive evidence-based (phonologic) 
reading intervention brings about significant and durable changes in brain 
organization, so that brain activation patterns resemble those of typical 
readers, with the appearance of the left occipito-temporal area and 
improvements in reading fluency. These data have implications for public 
policy regarding teaching children to read: the provision of an evidence-based 
reading intervention at an early age improves reading fluency and facilitates 
the development of those neural systems that underlie skilled reading.”

 —Shaywitz et al., 2004, page 931

Other research has supported the Shaywitzes’ findings.

“Considerable research, both with children and with illiterates, converges 
on the fact that grapheme-phoneme conversion radically transforms the 
child’s brain and the way in which it processes speech sounds. This process 
whereby written words are converted into strings of phonemes must be 
taught explicitly. It does not develop spontaneously, and must be acquired. 
[Reading instruction] must aim to lay down an efficient neuronal hierarchy, so 
that a child can recognize letters and graphemes and easily turn them into 
speech sounds. All other essential aspects of the literate mind—the mastery 
of spelling, the richness of vocabulary, the nuances of meaning, and the 
pleasures of literature—depend on this crucial step.”

 —Dehaene, 2009, page 219

The implications of the brain research are extraordinary. Not only can the right kind 
of instruction help typical children build the neural network for efficient reading, but 
it can also actually re-wire the circuitry of the brain in children who struggle with 
learning to read, leading to permanent improvements in reading ability. This finding, 
along with the growing body of evidence from other studies of brain functioning, 
provides support for teaching children to read in a way consistent with how the brain 
works—in other words, programs of instruction such as The Superkids Foundational 
Skills Kit that systematically and explicitly teach the alphabetic principle.

OF FURTHER INTEREST
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Supporting Language Skills Development
The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit supports the development of children’s 
language skills by integrating grammar, usage, and mechanics and vocabulary 
instruction with foundational skills instruction. Grammar, usage, and mechanics 
skills are taught and practiced during Skills Book activities and small group reading 
discussions. Grammar and usage instruction in kindergarten covers nouns (singular, 
plural, proper, and singular possessive), verbs, adjectives, and the pronouns I and 
you. In first grade, children are taught more pronouns, verb endings and tenses, 
comparative and superlative adjectives, adverbs with –ly, and common conjunctions. 
In second grade, children are taught additional noun and adjective endings, plus 
irregular plurals, verbs, and comparative and superlative adjectives.

Mechanics instruction begins in kindergarten as children are taught what a complete 
sentence is, different kinds of sentences (declarative, interrogative, and exclamatory), 
and corresponding end marks. Kindergartners also learn to capitalize the first 
word in a sentence and special names. In first and second grade, the kit teaches 
additional rules for capitalization and punctuation.

Spelling is taught and reinforced every day in The Superkids Foundational Skills 
Kit. Children learn to encode (write) letters to stand for the letter-sounds they are 
taught. In first and second grade, children are also taught sound-spelling patterns 
and spelling rules, as well as how to spell a number of high-frequency, phonetically 
irregular Memory Words. First and second graders have weekly spelling tests. They 
are also expected to apply their knowledge of letter-sound associations, spelling 
patterns, and Memory Words when spelling words during Daily Spelling Routines 
and in Skills Book activities.

The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit teaches vocabulary directly through instruction 
on specific words and word-learning strategies and indirectly through everyday 
experiences with language. Lively songs and richly illustrated student materials 
prompt conversations based on the Superkids characters and their interests. These 
conversations provide multiple exposures to sets of words to help create a common 
background for understanding the vocabulary in the reading materials.

Before children read Decodable Books, they discuss words related to important 
themes of concepts in the text. During reading, children are asked questions that 
help them use context clues to determine the meaning of unfamiliar words and 
idioms in the text. After reading, words and concepts related to the text are used 
as the starting point for instruction about word relationships. Children learn about 
synonyms, antonyms, homonyms, and categories of related words. First and second 
graders are also taught strategies, such as using context clues, analyzing word 
parts, and using a dictionary.
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The Importance of Decodable Text
To build the neural connections essential to achieve automaticity in reading, 
beginning readers need to be taught the relationship between letters and 
sounds through explicit and systematic phonics instruction. Phonics skills are 
best practiced with text that matches the letter-sounds as children are learning 
them. This kind of text is called phonetically controlled, or decodable, text. 
Decodable text in the early grades is critical in developing strong readers who 
will go on to be college- and career-ready.

Students who read from decodable text will develop a phonetic decoding 
strategy based on letter-sound correspondences. This is the best and most 
reliable strategy to develop in beginning readers, as this matches what brain 
science tells us about the need to establish a neural connection between 
sounds and letters. It is especially important that beginning readers have 
explicit, systematic instruction of the specific letter-sounds before encountering 
them in decodable text. Decodable text allows children to get reliable results 
when they meet new words and reinforces their mastery of and automatic 
reliance on decoding. Accurate and automatic decoding is a critical strategy to 
have in place as readers encounter higher levels of text with multi-syllabic and 
unknown words.

When children are given text for which they do not know the phonetic code 
they get confused. Should they try to decode the new word, which they cannot 
do since they don’t know its phonetic components, or should they guess at it 
using pictures or context clues? Over-reliance on context results in students 
sometimes knowing a word one day yet forgetting it the next. Contextual 
guessing is never a strategy children should develop or rely on; context and 
pictures are useful for confirming meaning, not for initial word recognition. 
Using these puts children at risk for reading failure because they will not 
develop the decoding accuracy or automaticity necessary for reading success.

Decodable text is sometimes characterized as dull and unnatural-sounding, 
but The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit provides decodable texts that 
engage and motivate beginning readers. Children enjoy getting to know the 
Superkids characters, 13 boys and girls and one dog, whose adventures 
are featured in decodable text at all grade levels. See examples of these 
decodable texts on page 17 of this book.

OF FURTHER INTEREST
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Motivation
At the heart of The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit are the delightful Superkids 
characters, whose adventures and activities keep children motivated and 
engaged as they go about the serious work of learning foundational skills. The 
development of the Superkids characters from kindergarten through second 
grade mirrors the developmental stages and interests of students themselves, 
so students easily relate to the Superkids.

The individuality of the Superkids draws students to the characters. Whether 
they relate to Sal’s love of sports or Oswald’s “odd” animals, these lasting 
bonds serve to connect each student to the program for greater success. 

“When children feel they belong and find their realities reflected in the curriculum, 
research has demonstrated that they are more engaged in learning and that 
they experience greater school success” (Hunsberger, 2007).

Motivated learning depends on interest and success. “Motivated reading 
behavior is characterized by students valuing and engaging in the act of reading 
with expectations of success and with greater persistence and stamina when 
encountering difficulty; as such, motivation is directly tied to personal interest 
and self-efficacy as well as achievement” (Duke, Pearson, Strachan, & Billman, 
2011). The Superkids Foundational Skills Kit student texts consist of decodable 
words made up of letter-sounds and spellings children have been explicitly 
taught. This means that from the beginning students experience the joy and 
success of really reading—not guessing. As the program progresses, clearly 
integrated instruction builds success step-by-step, giving children confidence 
and a feeling of competence. 

Success fuels motivation, and motivation fuels success—“[L]earners can 
‘build on their neurochemical memories’ of positive feelings associated 
with learning when they have opportunities to recognize and savor 
success” (Willis, 2007). 

The Superkids keep children 
motivated and engaged as they 

go about the serious work of 
learning foundational skills.

OF FURTHER INTEREST
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